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Abstract: X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is an
indispensable technique in modern materials science for the
determination of chemical bonding as evidenced by more than
10000 XPS papers published annually. A literature survey
reveals that in the vast majority of cases an incorrect referenc-
ing of the binding energy scale is used, neglecting warnings that
have been formulated from the early days of the technique.
Consequences for the data reliability are disastrous and
decades of XPS work require revisiting. The purpose of this
Viewpoint is to highlight the existing problems, review the
criticism and suggest ways forward.

XPS is based on the photoelectric effect, i.e., emission of
electrons from surfaces exposed to light of sufficiently high
energy.[1] As electronsQ inelastic mean free paths for energies
involved are of the order of few nm, the technique is
characterized by high surface sensitivity. By measuring kinetic
energy of electrons that leave the surface without inelastic
collisions one can obtain a precise estimate of core level
binding energy (BE) through the use of the Einstein
relation.[2] Importantly, since the charge density on the atom
affects binding energy of core level electrons any changes in
the chemical environment are directly manifested in the XPS
spectrum as peak shifts (chemical shifts).[3, 4] This allows for
determination of bonding structure and the changes thereof
as a function of processing parameters or surface treatments,
by comparison of measured BE values to literature data
bases.[5] The possibility to obtain surface chemistry and
composition for all sorts of specimens (thin films, solids,
powders, gels, liquids, gases) together with apparent simplicity
makes XPS rather unique and accounts for tremendous
increase in the popularity of this technique in materials
science (see Figure 1).

Hidden Variables

The first necessary condition to make an accurate
determination of the BEs from the XPS spectrum is that the
energy scale of the spectrometer is correctly calibrated.[6] This
standardized procedure involves measurements of specific
core level signals from metal samples under well-defined
conditions and proper adjustment of the spectrometer BE
scale so that BEQs of reference peaks agree with the
recommended values. If the calibration process is correctly
performed, the Fermi edge of metallic samples that remain in
electrical contact to the spectrometer coincide with the
“0 eV” of the BE scale (see Figure 2a), as both bodies share
a common Fermi level (FL), which becomes a natural
reference level. The FL alignment is easily verified in the
case of metallic samples characterized by given density-of-
states (DOS) at the FL.

However, the situation changes dramatically in the case of
poor conductors. The FL alignment between sample and the
spectrometer can only take place if there is a sufficient charge
density in the sample so that once brought in contact with the
instrument, charge can flow across the interface until the
equilibrium state is reached. If, for any reason (like low
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Figure 1. Number of publications per year where XPS was used based
on a Scopus data base search performed in November 2019 for the
term “XPS”.
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electrical conductivity or poor electrical contact) this con-
dition is not fulfilled, the FL of the sample is decoupled from
that of the spectrometer leading to incorrect BE values. The
problem is that with exception for metals, other types of
samples like semiconductors and/or insulators lack DOS at
the FL, which prevents direct verification whether FLs are
aligned.

Another complication arising for poorly conducting speci-
mens is that the surface potential during the measurement is
not known a priori. Once X-rays are hitting the sample and
photoemission process sets in, the loss of electrons from the
surface has to be compensated at a high-enough rate to
preserve charge neutrality. If that is not the case the surface
acquires a positive potential, which decreases the kinetic
energy of escaping photoelectrons, and results in the shift of
all core-level peaks towards higher BE (sample charging).
The latter can range from just tenths of an eV, in which case it
may go unnoticed, to several hundred eV for insulators, where
essentially no photoelectrons leave the surface. Obviously,
under such circumstances, the natural reference level is lost.

The lack of possibility to verify FL alignment and the
unknown charging state during measurement are fundamen-
tal problems of the technique, which account for the fact that
the reported binding energies for primary core-levels of
constituting elements in many technologically-relevant ma-
terials exhibit an unacceptably large spread, often larger than
the magnitude of related chemical shifts in the studied
material. For example, the BE spread in the NIST XPS data
base is in the range 0.7 , DBE , 3.1 eV for nitrides, 0.8 ,
DBE , 3.6 eV for sulfides, 0.5 , DBE , 8.5 eV for fluorides,
and 0.6 , DBE , 4.1 eV for oxides.[7] Even for metallic
specimens DBE is & 1 eV, which corresponds to a typical
chemical shift. A direct consequence of such large variations
in reported core-level BEs is an incorrect bonding assign-
ment, an arbitrary spectral interpretation, and, in the end,
contradictory and often unreliable results. The problem grows
with the advancements in the materials science, which often
lead to that more complex materials are analyzed, involving
multiple chemical states of the same element, which in turn

imposes very high requirements for the measurement accu-
racy. Thus, the risk of data misinterpretation is an increasing
function of system complexity, which presents a formidable
stumbling block in the practice of XPS spectral deconvolu-
tion.

The C 1s Method

So, how is the BE referenced for samples other than
metals? As a matter of fact, what may appear hard to believe,
the accuracy of chemical state determination depends in the
majority of cases on a sub-nm contamination layer that
accumulates essentially on all air-exposed surfaces, the so-
called adventitious carbon (AdC). The method is as old as the
XPS itself and has been suggested by the Nobel Price Laurate
K. Siegbahn in his famous book that appeared in 1967 and
which marks the start of chemical analysis by electron
spectroscopy. In there, one can read that: “[…] we have
found the carbon 1s line from the pump oil ideally suited for
use as a calibration line. In fact, there is usually no difficulty in
distinguishing this line from the rest of the spectrum since its
relative intensity increases with time.”[8] The method is, in other
words, fairly simple—the C 1s line of AdC is deliberately set
at 285.0 eV and all other signals are shifted accordingly. The
ad hoc assignment of AdC origin to diffusion pump oil, not
backed up with any attempt of chemical identification, and
neglecting other obvious sources like atmosphere exposure
and sample handling, is only a minor issue if considered in the
context of consequences brought about by the claim of
constant binding energy of the C 1s peak—a myth that
dominated XPS analyses for more than half the century.

Criticism

It did not take long for the first explicit criticism to the C
1s method to appear. In 1970, three years after the publication
of the Siegbahns book, Nordberg et al.[9] suggested that the
binding energy of the C 1s line from AdC can be affected by
the polarization of the thin layer and proposed mixing
specimen with a reference such as graphite to enhance
reliability. One year later, Hnatowich et al. got right to the
point that the use of substances of unknown and potentially
varying composition for energy referencing is a highly ques-
tionable procedure, especially because the electrical equilib-
rium between adsorbed AdC layer and specimen was not
demonstrated.[10] This was backed up by Dianis et al.[11] who
concluded that the C 1s BE for AdC is highly uncertain and
cannot be used for reference purposes. They also wrote that C
can react on catalytically active surfaces which adds to
confusion as: “… the interaction of the vapor with the active
surface might shift the binding energy of the carbon. Therefore,
one cannot be certain that one is looking at the same type of
carbon every time.”

As the result of this criticism wave from early 70Qs in the
review of XPS calibration methods, Johansson et al. issued
a rather careful warning “Although different experiments have
given the same C 1s binding energy, there have been objections

Figure 2. a) C 1s spectra recorded from Au, Ti, Mn, Mo, Y, and Zr
surfaces exposed to laboratory air for the time period of one day, and
b) corresponding XPS valence band spectra in the vicinity of Fermi
level (FL). In all cases FL cut-off coincides with “0” eV on the BE scale,
indicative of that FL is aligned between sample and the spectrometer.
[Adapted from Ref. [20]].
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to this procedure, since the contamination has not been fully
identified”.[12] This was likely the last effort to defend the
claim of a constant BE of the C 1s line. From this point on all
papers that take upon the subject refer to the BE range which
implies breaking a certain psychological barrier by admitting
that C 1sQs peak position may indeed vary—nothing one could
expect for the proper reference.

Objections to the method did not stop at that. In 1976 the
claim of constant BE of the C 1s peak was questioned by
Kinoshita et al.[13] who studied adventitious carbon adsorbed
on an in situ deposited Au surface and concluded that “[…]
the energy of the C 1s peak of contamination carbon adsorbed
on metal surface can vary depending on the amount of
adsorption, consequently its use as the reference of energy
calibration seems to be dubious in some cases, especially for
metallic samples.” Cautioning voices did not cease even into
the next decade. In the literature review with a rather rhetoric
title “Adventitious Carbon–The Panacea for Energy Referenc-
ing?” published by Swift in 1982,[14] concerns were formulated
in a more explicit way: “although the use of C 1s electrons
from adventitious carbon layers is often a convenient method
of energy referencing, interpretation of binding energy data
obtained should be treated with caution”. Unfortunately, few
took this warning seriously and occasionally reported BE
reference problems[15–17] literally drowned in the sea of XPS
literature based on the C 1s referencing.

Status Quo

The survey of the XPS literature covering the last 20 years
reveals that roughly 60 % of all XPS-related papers explicitly
admit using C 1s peak of AdC as the BE reference, despite all
existing criticism. This does not mean that the remaining 40%
comes from more careful labs, alarmingly, these papers simply
lack information about any referencing method at all.

Furthermore, the detailed analysis of how the C 1s
referencing is actually performed reveals large discrepancies
to an extent that prevents any meaningful inter-laboratory
comparison of the obtained results. The problems can be
divided in four categories: (1) the claimed type of contam-
ination species used for calibration, (2) the way the method is
applied, (3) lack of understanding when the method is
necessary, and (4) the BE assigned to the reference C 1s peak.

Firstly, there is no apparent consensus as to the nature of
the carbon species that are used for calibration and terms that
appear most often include “adventitious carbon”, “graphitic
carbon”, “aliphatic carbon”, or “hydrocarbons”. These are,
however, not confirmed by means of proper chemical
analyses of surface species, but rather unjustified assumptions
based on earlier claims. Equally disturbing are completely
ironic adjectives like “uncharged AdC” or “neutral AdC”
that serve as examples of wishful thinking. The C 1s spectra
are reported only if they contain contributions from the
primary material to be analyzed. Thus, in general, referencing
is performed using the C 1s signal from an unknown
compound.

Secondly, while referring to the C 1s method authors are
claiming “calibration”, “referencing” and “correcting” the

BE scale, which are, obviously, not the same things. Far more
controversial terms appear. For example, BE scale is “nor-
malized to the C 1s”, “set by fixing the C 1s component”,
“taken as a standard”, “adjusted”, or “set”. Presumably, all
authors mean the same procedure, nevertheless improper or
inadequate description undermines the already ill-defined
method.

Third issue is that in many cases C 1s method with its all
well-documented problems is used even though better alter-
natives exists. This is commonly the case for analyses
performed on conducting samples, often with well-defined
FL cut-off, which calls to be used as a BE reference. This
clearly shows that XPS education has to be improved.

The fourth, and the most alarming issue, has to do with the
large spread in the BE values assigned to the C 1s peak, which
is arbitrary set anywhere between 284.0 and 285.6 eV. This
serious inconsistency contradicts the notion of a BE refer-
ence, which per definition should be based on one (unique)
value. The arbitrary character of the method results in
incorrect spectral interpretation, contradictory results, and
generates a large spread in reported BE values for elements
even present in the same chemical state. Owing to the huge
volume of XPS literature produced each year (see Figure 1),
the consequences of such status quo are dramatic.

In view of the numerous and ineligible reports on
problems, it is highly disturbing that the C 1s method has
remained so popular. While it can be to some extent
understood that the poor energy resolution in the early XPS
days potentially prevented realization that the BE of AdC C
1s peak is not constant, it is beyond comprehension why this
fact, once reported, did not disprove the applicability of this
approach among authors, peers and journal editors alike.

There are several factors that can be potentially respon-
sible for this situation: (1) no good alternative to the C 1s
method exists for poorly conducting samples, (2) AdC is
present on all air-exposed surfaces so the method is fairly
simple and, thus, compelling, and (3) last but not least, both
ASTM and ISO recommend C 1s method for referencing,[18,19]

with only a brief disclaimer: “A significant disadvantage of this
method lies in the uncertainty of the true nature of the carbon
and the appropriate reference values which, as reported in the
literature, have a wide range from 284.6 eV to 285.2 eV for the
C 1s electrons from hydrocarbon and graphitic carbon.[…]”.

Fighting the Myths

Recent systematic studies showed undoubtedly that the
chemical nature of adsorbing AdC depends on the substrate,
the type of environment it has been exposed to, and the
exposure time.[20, 21] C 1s spectra recorded from several metal
samples exposed to air shown in Figure 2b reveal large
differences both in the type as well as in the number of C
chemical states. Moreover, the BE of the C 1s peak assigned
to C@C bonds exhibits large changes. A large study including
carefully selected set of nearly one hundred thin-film samples
spanning a wide range of material systems representing
metals, nitrides, carbides, borides, oxides, and oxynitrides
reveals that the BE of the C@C/C@H peak of AdC depends on
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the substrate it accumulates on and may vary by as much as
2.66 eV for the range of tested materials systems.[22] Hence,
the magnitude of C 1s shifts caused by the substrate is larger
than typical chemical shifts, which definitely prevents any
meaningful bonding assignments. Setting the C 1s peak at
arbitrary chosen BE value from the range suggested by ISO
standard, 284.6–285.2 eV, is not justified and may lead to
unphysical results, like a non-zero density of states above the
Fermi level.[23]

But, why does the C 1s peak shift so much from substrate
to substrate? Interestingly, in the same set of experiments that
revealed the magnitude of these shifts, the close correlation
between the measured BE of the C 1s peak from adventitious
carbon EF

B and the sample work function @SA, was demon-
strated.[22] As depicted in Figure 3, within the measurement

accuracy the sum EF
B þ @SA is constant. Since the latter

quantity represents the BE referenced to the vacuum level
(VL), one can conclude that in the case of AdC layer
adsorbed on the whole range of thin film samples the VL
alignment, rather than commonly assumed FL alignment,
takes place. This indicates that no charge transfer takes place
between AdC layer and the surface it adsorbs on, which can
be intuitively understood as AdC is not an inherent part of the
analyzed sample and as such may not remain in a proper
electrical contact with the substrate (and spectrometer). The
bottom line is that the apparent BE of the C 1s peak is steered
by the sample work function, which is a very sensitive
quantity, and as such cannot serve as a reliable reference for
calibrating the BE scale.

Outlook

In view of all existing experimental evidence, the C 1s
peak of adventitious carbon can not serve as the BE reference

in XPS. Unfortunately, no reliable alternative exists. No
method is, however, better than an incorrect method. The
historical perspective sketched above reveals a great deal of
nonchalance which lead to that warning signals appearing
from various laboratories were largely neglected in the “main
stream” XPS literature.

The only justified use of the C 1s peak of AdC for BE
referencing is that for layers accumulated on conducting
substrates and that only provided that the simultaneous
measurement of the sample work function can be performed.
In such case the C@C/C@H component can be set at
289.58@fSA eV and all other core-levels shifted accordingly.
This procedure allows a user to maintain the concept of
a single specific BE value associated with the C 1s peak of
AdC, however, only for conducting samples, in which case
natural reference to the FL can be performed.

To change the status quo, better attention is required from
authors and journal editors, who should challenge the
provided description of the experimental XPS procedures in
a submitted manuscript. This would also help to address other
common issues like incorrect spectra fitting (ignoring proper
background functions and line shapes), differential charging,
or sputter damage, all of which are beyond the scope of this
paper.

The charge referencing guidelines published by both
ASTM and ISO, have to be revisited promptly with stronger
warning, recognizing the external nature of AdC layers, which
typically exhibit weak interaction to the underlying specimen
and, in consequence, do not align to the Fermi level of the
spectrometer.

To end on the positive note, experts seem to be well aware
of C 1s referencing issues;[24, 25] the challenge is to convey this
attitude to new generations of XPS practitioners to stop the
avalanche of XPS papers with incorrectly referenced spectra.
The first step to solve the problem is to be aware of it. Once
the issue is widely recognized perhaps alternative solutions to
the C 1s method will be developed leading to the new
consensus for standards. Potential candidates include noble
metal decoration,[10] implantation of noble gas atoms,[26] or
chemical state assessment based on the Auger parameter.[27]
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Figure 3. Binding energy of the C 1s peak of AdC EF
B plotted vs. sample

work function @SA for the carefully selected set of nearly one hundred
predominantly thin film samples spanning wide range of material
systems representing metals, nitrides, carbides, borides, oxides, and
oxynitrides. [Adapted from Ref. [22]].
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